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Introduction

Purpose
!

This research seeks to find out how and why Buy Me a New Home users interact with Grocery
Gateway mobile app.

Objectives
!
!

Highlight their goals and pain-points whilst using the Grocery Gateway app.
Make feasible recommendations

Aim
!

Empathize with the Grocery Gateway Buy Me a New Home customers so we can incrementally
improve their user experience while using Grocery Gateway app.

Research Process

Planning

Data Collection

Synthesis

Identifying the requirement and the
required data and the data gathering
methods for the requirement.

Conducting the data collection methods.

Identifying the current issue and
recommending future changes.

Deciding on:
The target audience
Observations
Online research
Personas
Interviews

Observations
Online research
Interview

Brainstorm
Affinity diagram
Scenario mapping
Top Insights and Quotes
Value Proposition Canvas

Persona - Buy Me a New Home User
Suzie Chan

Age:
Gender
Job Title
Location
Skill Level
Other Details

32
Female
Teacher
Toronto
Intermediate
Has 2 children
Husband is also

working

Goals
!
!

Get the best deals
Preparing healthy and safe
meals for children and
husband

Motivation
!
!
!

Save time
Don’t have to carry heavy
items
Convenience

Quotes
“There is just no time”
“Shop for grocery on a weekly basis”
“I kind-of shop for sales first”
“Tend to buy heavier stuff from Grocery Gateway so don’t have to
carry”

Behaviour
!
!
!
!
!

Use a shopping list app called “wunderlist”
Buy things in bulk
Shop at Grocery Gateway at least once a
month and mostly 4 times per month
Check for sales
Have preference for organic food

Pain Points
!
!
!
!

Can’t get to actually see product that
will be receiving before purchasing
Not sure when is the cut-off point for
editing an order
Have to check through long list of items
Have to wait for delivery of order

User Shopping Stories

Checkout

Modify and
Cancel Order

Checkout with
final order

Check existing
order

Search For Items

Add Items

Search by item

Add selected items to
the cart

Search by sale

View selected items to
the cart

Edit items in
order

Edit items in the cart

Completely
cancel order

Log In

Log in with
credentials

Affinity Diagram for Current User
Browsing

Deciding factors for
adding to cart

Checkout

View & Modify Order

Cancel Order

Look at weekly sales

Had to add to cart before can
increase quantity

Thank you
points does
not work

Want to group similar items in
list

Cancel order
button look
different

Look at price
Select familiar product even if cost
a bit more
Product recommendation

Increase in price after quantity
increase does not show next to
product

Remember her
postal code

Unsure if will be
charged

Check email for order and
from there would modify

Understand quantity but unsure
about weight

Use Search bar
Look for review of unfamiliar item
Filter based on sales
See most liking in search result

Don’t know the cut-off point
for editing

Ok with paying
extra for
immediate
shipping

See more items in quantity rather
than weight

No confirmation after editing

Edit order not clickable
Check email
Scroll down to modify

Like to filter based on ingredients

-

- neutral

- confused/unsure

- user liked

- would have liked

Test Result Summary

Top Ten User Insights
!

Have to add to cart before can increase quantity.

!

Want to filter search so does not show items family members are allergic to

!

More comfortable with quantity rather than weight

!

Would like the system to suggest similar items (product recommendation)

!

Thank you points did not work

!

If a user has to buy a new item, will check if there is review. If there is no review but looks interesting
will go and search for reviews outside of grocery gateway

!

Might buy a product (same brand) has experience with even though might cost a bit more

!

Like it when app remembers information like address and postal code so does not have to retype

!

Looks at weekly sale

!

Don’t know when is the cut off point for modifying an order

Test Result Summary
Top Recommendations
★

A filtering out option that lets user take out popular allergic ingredients (for example, peanut) from search result. This feature which
is not common in most online shopping will further highlight how Grocery Gateway has a caring culture for its customers.

★

Display fruits, vegetables and meats in quantity instead of weight and indicate to the user the average weight per a unit or by using
pictures that show comparison. A conversion calculator can also help to improve the user’s experience with this aspect too.

★

Improvement in User Experience when modifying an order , for example, after user modify an order, a confirmation must update the
user whether order was successfully modified or not.

★

When the user increase or decrease quantity the updated price should be shown next to the product and user should not be
required to add the item to cart before the new price can be seen.

Value Proposition Canvas

GAINS
GAIN CREATORS

SERVICES

Search

-filter by sales
-automatic calculation
-gain thankyou points
-control over order: modify and cancel
order
-delivery

-get best deal
-confidence whilst ordering
-don’t have to carry heavy
items
-receive expected order
-shop from anywhere
-save time

Filter
PAINS

Cart &
Checkout
Modify &
Cancel Order

PAIN RELIEVERS
-order from anywhere
-filtering
-searching
-automatic form fill
-automatic calculation
-delivery

-time consuming
-scroll through list
-typing (fat fingers)
-carry heavy items
-awkward interface
-not sure what to expect when making
order
-unclear communication from system
-wait for order

JOBS

Buy weekly
grocery
Find sales
item
Prepare
healthy meals
for family
throughout
the week

SCENARIO MAP
LOGIN
C
U
R
R
E
N
T

T
O
B
E

Users are able to login/
register with their email.

SEARCH
1 Here users typically do the following:
Use search bar to type in items
Select the provided category lists to find items
Or Go through the saved items.
2 Redundant pages to identify new items(pages by pages).
3 Search function : Related items does not show, Items aren’t stacked in an order.
4 Filter out items (Peanut free)
5 User feedback when increasing the quantity of an item pops up per click.
6 Price does not update on item page in real time, rather the user has to visit the cart page to
view the prices per item.
7 Users are not able to gauge items. (grams for apples), this varies from item type and size.

1 Custom menu by looking at their order history and type of user(sales shopper, categorised by
items).
2 Revamped search(items by frequency of use) By looking at a few key points during the
signup process, Most used filters and custom filters on top.
3 Item price increases on the fly, Quantity increase shown real time.
4 Items are gauged by Size and the way they are bought(apples are gauged per apple and not
by weight).

CART
Items not being
grouped by categories
becomes a frustration,
when re-checking the
order.

Items are stacked by
category, hence they
are easy to locate and
edit.

SCENARIO MAP
MODIFY ORDER
C
U
R
R
E
N
T

T
O
B
E

1 Users aren't able to edit items as before. Extra button click required.
2 Items not being grouped is another issue as customers are unable to locate items for editing.
3 Feedback on edited items does not show either, further confusing the user.
4 The user is forced to skim through the entire order to find out whether the item was removed.
5 The customers have to save the changes done to the cart, compared to checkout.
6 Customers do not know whether there is a cut-off time for editing an order, and
consequences( penalised)

1 A side panel in the cart page advertises their options, during the checkout process.
2 Buttons are clearly visible in accordance with the color scheme and the general theme of other
pages.
3 Consistent experience where the users are able to edit orders just as in add to cart function.
4 Accurate and efficient feedback is provided for the user, making the experience seamless.
5 Items are stacked by category, hence they are easy to locate and edit.

CHANGE ADDRESS

CANCEL ORDER

This process is pretty
straightforward and
was seamless.

The process to cancel
an order is not
straightforward. A little
different from the rest
again bringing out the
consistency. However
it is not life changing.

Consistency is kept
throughout the
application making it
easy for the user to
figure out menus and
options.

Participant Quotes - Current User

“I’ve had problems with my thankyou points”
“Knowing what to expect when I am ordering would be great”
“What should I order what’s on sales...What does my family eat?”
“Like my daughter, she has peanut allergy”
“This is the brand I always get...so even if it is a little bit more will add that one”
“How many steaks are there and how big are the steaks”
“ I am sure there is some cut-off but i don’t know what that is”
“Did that remove it I did not get a confirmation?”
“...great I don’t have to type that in”
“The search - it doesn’t seem to work that well”

Next Step...

What next question has arrived from User Research?
!

Find out if there is a correlation between an increase in sales of an item after an item was reviewed.

!

Investigate technical issue - on the same mobile, old account/ cart items are automatically added into
the new account.

!

Feasibility of tracking of order when out for delivery

!

Investigation of thankyou points feature

Any Questions?

Thank You

